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Green Spirits - Grimoire 
 

LAUREL (Marina C.)  

 

Spell bag for personal/professional success  
 
This bag has the aim to attract a personal/professional success by strengthening 
inspiration, drive, willpower and self-confidence in the person that, at the same time, is 
actively working to reach their goal. 
 
What you need: 
A yellow cotton bag of appropriate size.  
Yellow cotton thread/twine (a cord in neutral colors is also ok) 
3 laurel leaves harvested from 3 different plants (it’s better if the plants are in places of 
power and/or significant places. One needs to ask for permission before harvesting them 
and leave an offering afterwards).  
A photo of the person the bag is meant to help (taken in a happy moment and as recent 
as possible). 
A natural loadstone. 
A small yellow gold object (like a pendant) or a citrine stone.  
The Chariot card from the Tarot (or a colored print of the same card). 
  
Suggested timing: 
Best prepared on Sunday in the daytime hour of the sun, with a waxing moon.  
 
How to proceed: 
Purify all the necessary materials in the preferred way, through fumigation with an 
appropriate incense (like a simple mix of olibanum and laurel), or by sprinkling them (eg. 
with an infusion of laurel, salted water or your favorite holy water). 
 
Dressing the photo, the loadstone and the gold object with an appropriate oil (eg. laurel 
oil, blessed olive oil, any type of blessing oil).  
If you want you can do a quick grounding. Keeping the laurel leaves in your left hand, 
awaken and call the spirit of Laurel, playing the rattle and pronouncing its epithets and 
characteristics. 
 
Trust the spirit with these words:  
“Spirit of Laurel, crown of glory, 
I ask your help for my success;  
give me inspiration, strength and confidence 
So that to triumph I may be given access.” 
donami ispirazione, forza e fiducia 
affinché al trionfo mi sia dato accesso.” 
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Take some minutes to focus on the intention of the spell bag: reaching the desired goal. 
Put the elements into the bag, in this order: start with the photo, then add the loadstone, 
a laurel leaf, the gold object, another laurel leaf, the Chariot card and the last laurel leaf, 
as you visualize celebrating having reached the personal success you desire. 
Close the bag with the thread/twine and seal it by shaking the rattle over it. 
Keep the bag with you (wearing it or keeping it in your bag) or leave it on your altar. 
It’s possible to renew the intention of the spell bag once a month, always on Sunday in 
the daytime hour of the sun, when the moon is waxing. Renew your offerings to the spell 
bag and the spirit of Laurel: incense, your favorite blessing water, the sound of the rattle 
and your breath. 
When you want to conclude your work with the spell bag, remember thanking the spirit 
of Laurel and, eventually, the other spiritual allies that offered their help for this work. 
Give back the laurel leaves to the earth; purify and keep the other elements.  
 
 

Incense to increase the psychic powers and the abilities in 
divination and oracular practice  
 
To obtain clarity of the mind, facilitate introspection, to see the bigger picture when it 
comes to a specific situation, to uncover what is hidden, to shed light on facets of an 
issue that you still don’t know or understand. 
What you neeed: 
3 dried laurel leaves 
1 part gum arabic (for introspection and inspiration) 
1 part of dammar (for clarity and brightness) 
½ part of olibanum (to bless and bring light) 
 
Suggested timing: 
Prepare on a sunday, in the daytime hour of the sun, when the moon is waxing. 
 
Keeping the laurel leaves in your left hand, awaken the spirit of Laurel, playing the rattle 
and pronouncing its epithets and characteristics. 
Trust the spirit with these words: 
“Spirit of Laurel, wreath of the Delphic temple, 
Ancient keeper of places and memories, 
Show me what eludes me and bless me with the sight.” 
 
Shake the rattle and offer your thanks and blessings also to the resins and the spirits of 
the plants they came from. 
 

LAUREL (Rita N.)  
 

Candle for the protection of the home 
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(better prepared during the waxing moon, on a Sunday, in the hour of the Sun).  
 
What you need: 
- a rattle 
- mortar and pestle 
- 7 laurel leaves (or multiples of 7, depending on the size of the candle you need to 
dress) 
- 1 piece of kitchen paper 
- 1 white candle (pillar or normal)  
- 1 new pin or your boline 
- laurel infused oil (or olive oil, blessing oil etc.)  
 
Procedure: 
- After having asked permission, take the leaves from your domestic Laurel plant or one 
that you made friends with, leaving your offerings and thanks in exchange. 
- Purify the area you are going to work in and cast the circle. 
- Once the circle has been cast, purify and bless all the stuff you will use with the four 
Elements. 
- Awaken and activate the spirit of Laurel, keeping the leaves in your left hand, shaking 
the rattle with your right hand and pronouncing the following formula: 
“Magical Laurel, child of the Sun, 
awaken your powers with my words; 
Strong Spirit, Guardian Spirit, 
take life again in my hand; 
Generous Laurel, Powerful Spirit, 
Protect this home and its people; 
So that nothing will disrupt its harmony; 
Preserve its peace. So mote it be.” 
 
- Crush the leaves pounding clockwise and focusing your intent with the following 
formula: 
 
“Spirit of Laurel, to you I plea, 
may only love in this house be; 
Vigilant keeper, with your power embrace 
These walls, so that they may always be safe” 
 
- Engrave your intention on the candle: “Protection of the house and its dwellers. 
- Anoint the candle with the oil you chose, starting from the bottom and going towards 
the wick. 
- Roll the candle on the crushed laurel leaves that you spread on a strip of kitchen 
paper. 
- Light the candle: every Sunday in the hour of the Sun, or whenever is needed.  
 

Incense to enhance psychic powers and oracular ability 
 
Aim of the spell: enhance divination abilities  
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Ingredients: 
- Laurel (historically, its main characteristic is tied to the ability to facilitate 

clairvoyance and prophetic dreams) 
- Mugwort (when burned on its own or along with other herbs, it produces active 

principles that favor non-ordinary states and psychic powers) 
- Olibanum (is used in blessings, purifications, propitiatory rites, meditations, 

divinations, to develop psychic abilities) 
- Myrrh (enhances insight and the senses, it sharpens observation skills) 
 
Procedure: 
1) Activate the Olibanum grains (“Sweet and parfumed resin, awaken my divination 

ability”) 
2) Activate the Myrrh grains (“Precious Myrrh, Shiny Myrhh, open my mind to the 

visions”) 
3) Activate the Laurel leaves (“Sacred to Apollo, powerful Laurel, open my mind to 

clairsentience”) 
4) Activate the Mugwort leaves (“Mugwort, sacred herb, with your power help me 

obtain non-ordinary states and psychic powers”) 
5) Proceeding clockwise, crush the grains of Myrrh and Olibanum, focusing on your 

intention. Once you have obtained the desired texture, add Mugwort and, lastly, 
Laurel (repeating your petitions for help to each of the herbs). 

The mix you have obtained can be burned before or after using a divination tool; the 
herbs on their own can be used to dress candles that are suitable for this kind of goal.  
 

MUGWORT (Chiara G.)   
 

Spell to achieve a goal   
 
I worked with Artemisia vulgaris (Mugwort) not so much in its “lunar” aspect, connected 
to dreams and divination, as in its “fire” one, that’s connected with hunting. 
The image you should work with when projecting your intention is the throwing of an 
arrow towards a target, the FOCUS is tied to the ACHIEVING OF A GOAL THROUGH 
DETERMINATION, activating one’s personal skills in order to be able to do that. 
 
What you need: 
 
- 1 rattle 
- Fertile soil to use as offering 
- Artemisia Vulgaris, better if dried and tied with twine in a bundle  
- A small piece of cardboard or parchment for the seal 
- Black ink or magic marker  
- Lighter  
- A container where you can burn the plant and collect its ashes. 

  
PROCEDURE: 
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To make this spell, first you have to harvest some Mugwort, leaving some fertile soil 
around as offering and asking the spirit of the plant for help in reaching the goal you are 
determined to achieve. 
You can then tie the stalks with some twine making some bundles and hanging them 
upside down to dry. 
Once they are dry, prepare yourself and the space in the way you are used to before 
making magic and following the instructions received in the Green Spirits course. 
 
Take one of the small bundles and awaken the spirit of Mugwort – I used a rattle, my 
voice and breathing over the herbs – and declare your intent, meaning what is the goal 
that you want to achieve, asking help to make it a reality and having the necessary 
determination to do so. 
 
Take the piece of cardboard or parchment and draw a target on it in a very simple manner. 
I used this design: 
 

 
 
Take the bundle of Mugwort and burn a part of it, so that you will have the ashes. Put 
your finger in the ashes and trace the sigil with them to seal your intention. 
To activate this sigil, I used my breath first (to transmit my intent), then I burned the 
bundle completely and I traced the seal going clockwise and declaring loudly the goal I 
wanted to achieve. 
 
Remember to thank the spirit of the plant again and to keep the sigil in a way that 
connects it with its goal. 

 
MUGWORT (Tiziana)  
 

Spell to see beyond through dreams  
 
What you need: 
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Mugwort leaves 
Amethyst 
Enough liliac fabric to create a small bag 
A white candle 
 
Harvest the Mugwort leaves, after asking its permission to do so and leaving a gift. Charge 
the leaves and the amethyst during a full lunar cycle, from one new moon to the other. 
In the meantime, make a small bag and draw on it the symbol you can see in the image 
below. 
When everything is ready, you can create the spell by putting the leaves and the amethyst 
stone inside the spell bag. 
Cast a circle and call the spirit of Mugwort: 
 
You, Mugwort, the straightforward, 
you follower of the moon cycles, 
you shining through the moon, 
help me see beyond 
take off the blindfold 
Mugwort, walk beside me 
and sharpen my sight in this journey. 
 
Light the candle. 
Stand up and start singing a spontaneous chant as you dance walking in a spiral pattern, 
creating a cone of power. When you feel the energy peaking, charge the sigil by 
pronouncing the word “Doneo”. 
Release the energy in excess into the ground, give thanks and close your circle. The spell 
bag will have to be put under the pillow before going to bed. 
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RED BEGONIA (Simona L.) 
 
Ritual to strengthen one’s willpower  
 
The aim of this ritualn is increasing the willpower and, in order to obtain that, we will 
use the petals of the red Begonia. 
Work when the moon is waxing, preferably on a Tuesday. 
 
What you need: 
- One red Begonia plant 
- Fresh red Begonia petals 
- A bowl full of fresh water 
- One red candle 
- Olibanum and dried red begonia petals to make some incense 
- Offerings for the Begonia plant. It can be a bowl of water or soil. 
 
Purify the space and yourself and cast the circle. 
 
Burn the incense you made with olibanum and the dried petals. 
Address the spirit of the Begonia plant in front of you, declaring your intent by saying 
something simple like: “My Begonia, I am here to act upon my will, with your precious 
help and your magic”. 
Ground yourself and charge the offering, sending your energy into the bowl full of water 
or soil that you are keeping in your hands. 
 
Present your offering to Begonia. You could say something like: “My sweet and powerful 
Begonia, I offer you this gift as a gesture of gratitude and devotion”. 
Take the red candle on which you will engrave your goal, like, for example: if you have 
issues with making decisions, you will engrave on it the word “decisions”. When you are 
done, light the candle. 
 
At this point, you can proceed with a meditation that is optional, but can be very useful 
to strengthen your intent even more. 
 
Meditation: 
Inhale and exhale deeply. 
Visualize yourself in a meadow full of begonias of different colors, yellow, pink and red, 
but in front of you, you see a big bush of red begonias. You get closer and are fascinated 
by their beauty and grace. Red begonias have a particular charm and you find them 
appealing and alluring. Sit before them, inhale and exhale as if you were trying to inhale 
their smell. Red begonia in aprticular, can help you increase your willpower. Think about 
that thing that you are not able to bring to completion, where your willpower often fails 
you. What would you like to achieve? Suddenly, a cauldron appears in front of you. As 
you get closer, you will see some water and a big ladle inside. Take some petals from the 
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red begonias next to you. Put the petals in the cauldron and stir. Wait for a while and, 
when you feel ready, take some water from the cauldron and drink it. 
Thank the plants that gave you their petals. 
Inhale and exhale deeply and when you feel ready, you can open your eyes. 
 
Keep some of the red petals in front of you, as well as the bowl of fresh water. 
Take the petals and charge them with the same intent you expressed during the 
meditation and put them in the bowl of water. 
Conclude the ritual by closing the circle. 
After roughly half an hour since the end of the ritual, filter the water to take the petals 
away and drink it. 
Don’t keep it to drink it later: you need to consume it right away.  

 
SHEPERD’S PURSE (Messalina F.)  
 

Protection bundle 
 
- If you wish to work with energies that protect everything feminine, you can simply start 
by doing fumigations with a bundle you have created, and by hanging the plant in the 
home and planting its seeds around it. 
 
Healing oil 
 
- Create an oil as you would do with any herb-infused oil, that you will be able to use on 
the body to alleviate both physical and subtle (non-physical) wounds, rubbing it on the 
affected areas or all over the body. 
 
Healing the blood of your blood 
 
To dig deeper when it comes to the topic of wounds, Sheperd’s purse gave me a 
practice that can be used to work on the wounds of our ancestresses that we are 
dragging around with us (and we may or may not be aware of them). By healing those 
we will also heal ourselves. 
 
Take some of your blood (you can take it by pricking a finger or, even better, use 
menstrual blood) and mix it a mortar with some heart-shaped fruits of Sheperd’s purse. 
Let all of it dry for a full moon cycle and use it as a healing incense for ancestral wounds, 
asking the plant’s spirit to activate this process. 

 
IVY (Stefania S.) 
 

Meditation to express yourself  
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Goal: this meditation is suitable for those people that have issues in expressing 
themselves, in finding the space needed to share their opinion in whatever context, those 
people that feel “ineffective” in participating (meaning taking part and taking your own 
stand).  
 
What you need: 
An Ivy root (those long shoots that propagate just underneath the ground’s surface, dig 
out a piece at least 20 cm long, without cutting it).  
A branch of ivy, suitable for cutting and making a simple wreath. 
A drumming recording or any music you consider suitable for a meditation, to listen with 
your earphones. 
 
Procedure: 
Sit next to the Ivy plant in the asana position (baddha konasana) and insert the earphones, 
starting your music of choice. 
Put the underground shoot you dug out on your legs. 
Ground and center yourself, using the technique you are familiar with. 
Visualize yourself as the main plant and the shoots as some of your ideas and projects 
that allow you to express yourself in different areas, avoiding, however, the area of 
romantic relationships (groups of friends, work environment etc. are ok). Get in touch 
with your existing abilities to participate in your own world, reflecting on your various 
strategies that are already working. 
Focus your attention on the root on your legs: in a silent and relentless manner, it is 
doing its part to propagate the plant underneath the ground’s surface, advancing towards 
its target. That shoot expresses the plant itself. 
Choose an area of your life in which you would like to be for effective when it comes to 
expressing yourself, an area where you would like to be able to penetrate and participate 
in an effective manner, like the root shoot. 
 
Retrace the journey of the root from the main plant to the point in which it went 
underground and to the point where it emerged again. Pair up these phases with your 
desire to express yourself, until you reach the final sprouting, where you will achieve 
your goal successfully. 
Breathe deeply for a while, then crown yourself with the Ivy wreath and declare loudly 
and with determination: “I am, I express myself, I achieve”. 
Conclude your meditation taking the time that is needed, then open your eyes. 
Carefully put the root shoot back into the ground, and, with the same care, you will 
pursue the goal you set for yourself. 
 

FERN (Laura)  
 

Healing spell  
 
Put 4 Fern branches in a metal bowl full of water and colored flowers (the colors have to 
be vibrant), along with wild lavender, helichrysum, oregano and 2 oak leaves (these other 
ally herbs will charge the fern). Leave them all night under the light of the full moon. 
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The next day, lying down, put the fern branches on your belly, pubis, stomach and all 
around the exposed belly button. 
The fern will establish a connection with our waters, our fluids, and will heal our shadow. 
 
“Come from the shadow, to the shadow 
Moist vapor, rest now 
Like deep caress 
Dig, collect and suck in 
Of Fern is shadow 
Of Fern is nature 
Of Fern is the cure I listen to” 
 
Repeat this formula until you feel relief or, as it happened to me, until you feel embraced. 
 
This Fern also felt “charged”, hypnotic and in love, to me. 
 

GRAPTOPETALUM (Francesca)  
 

Healing spell 
 
Plant: Graptopetalum paraguayense 
Part: flowers 
Material: small pieces of paper and bag 
 
In a spell bag I put two Graptopetalum flowers, then I prepared three pieces of paper. 
On one of these, write the name of the person. On another one, write the pathology. On 
the last one, write this formula: “Shine and soothe, smell and heal, life gave him/her a 
burden, take it off him/her and may he/she be saved”. Fold the pieces of paper and put 
everything into the spell bag and closed it tightly. 
 

LAVENDER (Danu)  
 

Spell to relieve a burdened heart 
 
What you need: 
9 stalks of lavender of equal length 
1 purple or liliac ribbon/thread 
Take 3 stalks and braid them starting from the bottom. Keep going until you have 3 
braids that you will braid together. 
Join the ends to create a garland and tie it making 3 knots with the ribbon/thread, 
while pronouncing this formula: 
 
“Rich perfume and purple color 
pain is leaving me. 
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The divine beat stays true  
guiding me on my path”.  
 
During this work, empty your mind and focus entirely on what you are doing, on feeling 
the stalks under your fingers and on their delicious smell. 
Hang the garland in a place where you can see it. 
 

LAVENDER (Montse C.U.)  
 

Magical practice: lavender dry shower lavender 
 
Doing holistic massages for work I sometimes feel tiredness and heaviness. I asked the 
green spirit of Lavender to give me some pointers on how to work on this. 
 
This practice came to me through dream incubation, in that moment right before waking 
up. I worked a lot with lavender and what arrived from its spirit surprised me a lot. When 
it comes to healing, the message I got was “I push away the shadows clinging to you and 
I bring freshness and lightness”. 
 
What you need: 
A small fabric bag, as big as the palm of your hand 
Dry lavender leaves (no flowers) 
 
Start crushing the leaves in a mortar (you can also use your hands). You need enough to 
fill the bag, roughly the same quantity that can cover the palm of your hand. While doing 
this work, you can chant this: 
 
With my breath I charge these leaves, 
With your permission, your energy I will use 
Spirit of Lavender, may your energy detach the shadows 
And bring me freshness and lightness. 
 
Put the leaves in a small bag that can fit in the palm of your hand and start rubbing it 
all over your body, from the head down; I do it following the energy channels, as if they 
were rivers that need to be cleaned and filtered with a brush that collects all the dirty 
stuff. 
 
These passes need to be energetic and always repeated three times for each part of the 
body. Do the arms, front and the back, then the neck and down the chest. On the belly, 
do circles from right to left. Do the back of your body, as well. When you arrive to the 
legs and the feet, finish your brushing at the big toes. 
 
When you are done, burn the leaves or deposit them in nature, far from home. I usually 
wash the bag with Marseille soap, then I sprinkle it with Florida water and fumigate it 
with incense, so that it’s ready to be used again. 
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BLACK POPLAR (Marzia)  
 

Road-opening spell 
 
Parts used: fluff (that fluffy white stuff that appear during the spring), a small twig to be 
used for writing 
 
Intent: removing the obstacles that prevent the growth of a project.  
 
Procuring the material: in the spring, collect the fluff that gathers in those places where 
germination would be impossible. Find a black poplar and cut a twig from it (it doesn’t 
have to be big: you will use it for writing), after a storm you will find many of them 
already on the ground. You will also need a fireproof surface (I used a big aluminium tray 
from Ikea), a piece of paper, ink, a pair of candles with their candle-holders and a rattle.  
You will need to go to the black poplar again, at a later time, taking some water in a 
vessel. 
 
The spell: 
Prepare yourself in your usual way. I used a bit of fumigation, lit a candle and cast a 
circle using a rattle. 
After that, I took the twig and, using the technique I learned in the course, I shook the 
rattle and called the spirit of the plant to “animate” its little branch; when I felt that 
Black Poplar was present, I asked them to transmit its strength to my project, through 
the twig that I was going to use for writing. I wrote: “My project grows fastly, it is [like 
this and that and etc.], then I put the paper on the bottom part of the tray’s surface. In 
the middle I put the fluff forming an horizontal line, then in the top part of the tray I put 
another candle (that I lit using the one that was already burning). 
The fluff represents the obstacles that prevent the strength (the candle) to nourish my 
project. 
Than I said: “This fluff, old already, are like the obstacles that prevent the growth of my 
project, may they all dissolve!” 
Using the first candle, I then set fire to the fluff, that carbonized the obstacles almost 
immediately. After that, I said: “My project is free to grow” and I put the second candle 
on the piece of paper, letting it burn completely. 
Conclude in your usual way. 
I contemplated the flame of the candle for a while, then I closed the circle using the 
rattle. 
Finally, I collected the ashes from the fluff and I put it in the water. I charged it like we 
learned in the course and I brought it as offering to the Black Poplar. “May what is no 
longer useful nourish the roots, Black Poplar, I give you this water to thank you”. 
Pour the water on the roots, then look upwards and feel the strength of the tree, while 
you imagine your project growing free and strong. 
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ELDERBERRY (Federica C.) 
 

Spell for children who have troubled sleep and wake up frequently 
 

ü Elederberry flowers 
ü Fabric puppet/rag doll 
ü Silver thread (or any other color that is connected to the moon) 
ü Needle  

 
Take the Elderberry flowers and awaken their power, asking them to protect the sleep of 
the child so that they can rest comfortably. 
Take the flowers and use them to stuff the puppet/rag doll, singing your spell as if it 
were a lullaby (you can sing from your heart, following the inspiration coming to you in 
that moment). When you feel that the doll has been charged, take needle and thread (it’s 
better if the needle has been threaded beforehand) and seal the puppet. As you sew, keep 
singing, sealing your spell with the stitches and the song. 
Offer the doll as a gift to the child, so that they can keep it with them when they go to 
sleep. 
 

VIOLETS (Stefania S.)  
 

Sensuality bath  
 
Goal: connecting with your feminine side that is tied to sensuality. The aim is not to find 
someone, but to find one’s own sensuality again. 
 
What you need: 
Fresh violet flowers and leaves (if it’s not the right season for the flowers, you can use 
dried ones). 
Bath tub to bathe your full body 
(Optional) candles to create the atmosphere that we feel is more suited to this work. 
 
Procedure: 
Wash the flowers and leaves if you just harvested them. 
Fill the bath tub with warm water, put the plant parts inside and immerse yourself. 
Close your eyes and focus on your body, on how it touches the water and the plant parts 
as you move. 
Pay attention to the breath that animates you and, if you can perceive it, to the violet’s 
smell. 
Always keeping your eyes closed, focus on the harmony of your body as an expression of 
yourself: move the hands as you are used to doing when you perform everyday tasks 
(such as rubbing cream on your face, doing gestures as you speak, taking things in your 
hands etc.) and feel the water following your movements. 
Vibrate “Ἰώ" as a mantra ("Iṑ"). 
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Move the body and the legs in the way that was described above, putting attention back 
into everyday movements and gestures. Feel the water moving with you. 
Vibrate “Ἰώ" as a mantra ("Iṑ"). 
Focus on yourself and dedicate some positive words to yourself, linking you to Violet: 
pronounce them with your voice and end each phrase with a long “Iṑ”.	For example: “my 
body is flourishing and luxurious, like your flowers Iṑ”; “my gaze can sparkle like your 
flower, popping up in the geen shadows Iṑ”etc. 
Enjoy the rest of your bath and finish your bath when you feel ready to do so. 
 
 

BONUS SPELL – GREEN HELLEBORE (Giulia Turolla) 
 
Goal: Uncover lies and hidden plots, see what lies behind a murky situation, bring to the 
light secrets that were intentionally withheld from you, fake friendships, malicious gossip 
and frauds.  
 
What you need:  
Find a Green hellebore in bloom. Two glass containers full of water (preferably from a 
spring). Scissors/sickle. A piece of dark fabric that is big enough to be wrapped around 
one of the containers. 
 
Procedure: 
Go to the Green Hellebore plant that is in bloom, taking with you the two containers full 
of water, the dark fabric and the scissors/sickle. 
Sit in front of the plant, ground yourself, bless the water in one of the two containers 
and open to communicating with the spirit of Green Hellebore in the way you have 
learned. Offer the blessed water to the plant, asking for its collaboration and clarifying 
the exact way in which you are asking for its help (eg.: “Green Hellebore, I ask you to 
help me find out if my colleague so-and-so is plotting against me”). It is important to 
express yourself in a simple, brief and direct manner: Hellebore is easily bored. 
 
[Pro tip: the best way to obtain Hellebore’s help is to pick their curiosity and tease their 
desire to create mayhem. If you are able to express your goal in a manner that is both 
simple and engaging, presenting it as a mystery to uncover or as a way to fool someone 
that would like to cheat you, then it will be easier to obtain their enthusiastic 
collaboration.] 
 
Pick a Hellebore leaf, saying: “Hellebore leaf, tongue of the snake, show me the words that 
are devious and fake”  
 
Pick two Hellebore flowers, saying: “Hellebore flowers, eyes of the grove, open to me 
every secrets’ trove” 
  
Put the leaf and the flowers in the second container (that is still full of water) and, 
keeping focused on your goal, pronounce the second part of the formula: 
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sharing and distribution outside of the students of the course is strictly forbidden. Every student is responsible of the 
content of their spell. 
 

“Green Hellebore, master deceiver, 
Unveil the plan and its conceiver, 
What hides in shadows let me sense, 
Crack open every harmful pretense. 
 
Empower this water and hear my plea 
Every ruse against me, I want to see! 
 
Empower this water and hear my plea 
Every ruse against me, I want to see! 
 
Empower this water and hear my plea 
Every ruse against me, I want to SEE!” 
 
Hold the container between your hands and keep listening with all your senses. When 
you feel that the transfer of power has been completed, you can take away the leaf and 
the flowers and put them at the base of the plant, thanking them for their help.  
Close the container, wrap it with the dark fabric and take it home with you. 
 
DON’T DRINK THE WATER. You can use it to moisten your eyelids before meeting the 
person you are suspicious of (or before having to face a tricky situation), but you can 
also sprinkle a bit in those places where the fake behavior and/or the pretense takes 
place (going back to our example, it could be so-and-so’s desk at the office). 
 
Try not to wait more than a lunar month between the making of the water and its use. 

 
 


